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Sizing Your Wings - Size

its many square feet of surface area through ..... fuselage was a circle, you would add the ... tiply by pi to get the circumference. .... justify the title in the column. 
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upon seeing the oil pressure dropping, and



drag, only one thing works: you must have more wing span. Induced drag is directly related to the amount of work the wing is doing, and in cruise is not very high. The induced drag dominates in the climb condition, however, when the wing is working harder. To lower the interference drag, you can fillet the intersection, which is a bandaid



power-off gliding ability. This experience taught me that single engine planes must be



designed for power-off flight. Careful maintenance and oil analyses done every 25 hours at oil change time didn't prevent my two engine failures, and nothing you can do is going to change your luck, either.



While a wing is the source of the lift that makes flight possible, it is also the source of several kinds of drag. Since we have to push



Your homebuilt's wings are obviously the



its many square feet of surface area through



the skies, we pay a price in skin friction drag.



you can't have one without wings unless you



an extra fee for this work, which is called induced drag - this is the drag created by the



rate of descent. I intend to dwell on that last point a lot. To date I have logged a bit under 1800 hours of flying time, and in that time I have had two engine failures. The first was



Next, since the wing is producing lift, we pay work of creating lift. The wing joins a fuselage somewhere, disrupting the smooth flow



of air along the fuselage, and changing the pressure on the sides of the fuselage, creating interference drag. Finally, we tend to assault the pristine wing shapes by sawing holes in them for ailerons and flaps, and garbage like inspection covers, landing lights and wingtip lights. We pay a price for this



found a lot of metal in the oil filter. I was very lucky that this failure was discovered on the



desecration also. There are some things we can do with the wing to minimize the price Nature charges us for her gift of lift. To get rid of skin friction drag, we can select laminar airfoil shapes. These have lower drag per square foot of wing area. We can make the wing smaller,



ground!



making the drag smaller by trading it for



The second time I was not so lucky. Returning from Ohio State University late one night, the crankcase split from top to bottom, leaving a thick film of oil all over the windshield so I couldn't see anything after it quit - precisely at half-past midnight. I made it to an airport, due partly to the fact that I had turned towards the airport immediately



higher approach and landing speeds. We can also try using high-lift devices so that we can have a smaller wing while maintaining our low landing speed. We can try sealing the flap and aileron gaps, though this may not always be a good idea. We can make our covers and seams smoother. To lower the price we pay for induced



precipitated by the delamination of a bearing surface on a rod end. The plane went in for a routine oil change and the mechanics



ITER =1



due in larger part to the fact that the airplane I was flying, a Rockwell 112A, had excellent



most important piece of your airplane. While you can design an aircraft without an engine, have at least a pound of thrust for every pound of weight, in which case you'd have a rocket. Your choice of wing designs will have two major impacts on the performance of your homebuilt: the first is the stall speed, which will of course also govern your takeoff and landing speeds. The second is the power-off
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measure. The real fix is to design the wing root airfoil and fuselage so that their pressure distributions do not adversely affect one another. However, this method needs complicated 3-dimensional analysis, which is beyond the capability of homebuilders. Max Munk, who by the way taught EAA's



own R. T. Jones, discovered that to minimize the induced drag of wings, the lift must be distributed spanwise in a semi-elliptical shape. This gives the optimum span loading. The Spitfire's elliptical planform is one way of doing this. In practice, however, it is difficult to get very far from an elliptical loading on a wing. A rectangular wing has almost a



perfect span loading, for example. So the first assumption we're going to make is that our wing will be loaded semi-elliptically. From geometry, we know that the area of an ellipse is



area = pi * a * b



FIG. 1 where a is half the height, and b is half the width of the ellipse. For a wing, a represents



the lift at Butt Line 0.0, the centerline of the



wing, and b represents the semispan, or the span of one wing In this case we count only



half the area of the ellipse. Thus the lift produced by a properly loaded wing would be lift = lift at BL O ' semispan * pi / 2. However, making another assumption, that the lift itself can be represented by the lift coefficient CL, we can further simply things as follows: average CL = C, at BL O * pl/4.



BAD FUSELAGE SHAPE



O O__0..< —FIG. 4



area = Cl at BLO * semispan * pi / 2



back to the unflapped value at the flap tips. average CL



pi ' Cl at BLO / 4 FIG. 2



The issue here is that of two dimensions



versus three. If we build a wind tunnel model to span the walls of the tunnel, no wingtip vortices can form, and the lift coefficient will be the same from wall to wall (neglecting boundary layers formed on the walls). The local lift coefficient, C, (lower case I) will be the same everywhere. This is two-dimensional flow. You can get the same results by building your plane with an infinite wingspan. But it's hard to find a T-hangar to park it in. However, if we build a model of a wing and put it in the wind tunnel, wingtip vortices will form in the tunnel, and for a properly loaded wing the highest lift will be at the centerline of the wing. The spanwise flow



caused by the wingtip vortices makes the lift



I counted, and the lift was 7% less than having full span flaps. We will use this knowledge to size our wing and determine its incidence on the fuselage. But, you ask, on my airplane the wing is buried inside the fuselage, so how can you



have lift at Butt Line O as you say? Well, the



answer to this is that the pressure drop on the upper surface of the wing carries onto



the fuselage sides, or the top for a highwinged plane, and makes the fuselage produce about the same lift as the wing buried inside it would have made. However, to get this fuselage lift you should avoid fuselages shaped like that in figure 4. The dotted line shows the effective camber line for this shape, and it looks very much like a flat plate at negative angle of attack. Therefore, this



fuselage might well make negative lift, and would have a bad impact on the span load-



ing, the induced drag of the plane, and the interference drag.



vanish at the wingtips, and makes the lift coefficients smaller as we come closer to the tips. This is three-dimensional flow, which fits nicely in a T-hangar. The average lift coefficient produced by the wing, CL (upper case L) is therefore smaller than the C, at Butt Line 0. Since TT is a little bigger than 3, theory



the way out to the tips. Then you'd have to



use spoilers for roll control, since you won't have space for ailerons. The complexity and weight will not come close to being worth the



little bit of lift that full span flaps offer you.



equal to one-half its mass times its speed squared. Remember that speed is measured in feet per second. So before you raise the



stall speed by only 10%, be aware that the



energy you will have to dispose of in a crash will go up by 21%. The FAA came down from Mount Sinai with 61 KNOTS written on the stone tablets.



Thou shalt not certify a single-engine plane if the stall speed is any higher. I think this is stone tablets allows homebuilders to violate



I set the limit at 55 knots, because I'd like to



fly into some short fields occasionally. While those 6 knots don't sound like much, it will



take an additional 23% more lift coefficient



If you use flaps, you get less than pi/4



still be zero. Since you can't fool Mother Nature, there is little point to carrying flaps all



based upon the stalling speed you pick. I'd



suggest that you consider this question from a different viewpoint: how much energy will your plane have when it smashes into something at half-past midnight with oil all over your windshield? All moving bodies have energy due to their motion. The energy is



this commandment. For my own homebuilt,



bit over 3/4 of the C, at the centerline of the wing.



be zero. You can use leading edge slats and triple-slotted flaps, and the lift at the tips will



1-1/2 degrees, and this will put you in the



ballpark. You're going to pick your wing size now,



an intelligent law, and one that you ought to respect, even though the fine print on the



says that the average CL of a wing will be a



times the lift at the centerline because the flaps don't go all the way to the wingtips. Nor should they. At the wingtip itself, the lift will



swept wings. The best that I've seen is in Peery's book on Aircraft Structures. If you plan to have a moderate taper ratio (tip ~ 60% of the root chord), use a washout of



ROOT



TIP FIG. 5



While on the subject of spanwise lift distributions, we should pause long enough to



consider wing shapes other than rectangular or elliptical. Figure 5 shows that for a rectangular wing, the lift coefficient is highest at the root, and falls off towards the tip. This will



guarantee that the root will stall first, since



the area of the wing with the highest lift coefficient stalls first. A root stall gives the



to achieve! If you're into STOL planes, like my friend Fred Keller, and you want to stall at 30.5 knots, your wing would have to produce four times the lift coefficient than it



needs for 61 knots! (Fred still owes me a beer.) But now a brief message from our sponsor. . ..



The Acme y(ap Company TYPES OF FLAPS PLAIN FLAP CLmax



2.3 CD = .1500



airplane gentle stalling behavior. If you taper



ci WITH FLAPS i Cl Wm-jOUT FLAPS



the wing severely, or if you sweep the wing back, then the highest lift coefficient occurs not at the root, but closer to the tip. This means the ailerons could stall first, leaving



My opinion is that flaps ought to cover 65%-



you with no way to control the rolloff tendency caused by the stall. This is not good! The fix for this is to incorporate washout, which means lowering the incidence of the wing tip airfoil with respect to the root airfoil incidence. This helps to protect the tips, although for large sweep angles such as are used on jets, not even this will cure the prob-



the spanwise lift distribution will look like figure 3. Notice how the lift blends smoothly



you last time show how to calculate the spanwise lift coefficients for tapered and



FOR FLAP = 65% OF SPAN LOST LIFT = 7.2%



FIG. 3 70% of the span of one wing. In this case,



SPLIT FLAP CLmax -- 2.5 CD = .1900



FOWLER FLAP CLmax = 3.0 CO - .0900



lem. Several of the reference books I gave



FIG. 6 SPORT AVIATION 35



We at Acme Flap have an offer you homebuilders simply can't refuse. Imagine yourself taking off from short fields at speeds which would have your present plane falling out of the sky! Imagine a romantic weekend at a fly-in resort with a short grass strip! Imagine all this with a wing no bigger than your present wing! Yes, folks, all this can be yours with the modern miracle we call a flap. We at The Acme Rap Company are the world's foremost makers of flaps. Our wide selection



to size your wing based on Acme's figure 6. The maximum lift coefficient you'll get with the various kinds of flaps depends a lot on



the airfoil you use. Thin airfoils with pointy



little noses will not do as well as those shown. On the other hand the last one I did that was wind tunnel tested demonstrated a maximum CL of over 3.0 with just a slotted flap. So the values on figure 6 are averages for a 15% or thicker airfoil. A good source of information on flaps is found in Fluid Dynamic Lift by Hoerner and Borst. I'll give the details on where to get this at the end. I am not going to preach at you about



is shown on figure 6. But wait, that's not all!



Because you're an EAA member we have
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Sizing Your Wings 

To lower the interference drag, you can fillet the intersection ... This is three-dimensional flow, which fits nicely in a ..... spreadsheet will calculate these for you.










 








Right Sizing Your Engine - Size 

lost,â€� reminds us that you should start an airplane design with three choices within .... well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can.










 








Wings Sizing Chart 

Dimensions. (L x W x H). Reserve Canopy. F-111 w/ Microline. Main Canopy. ZP w/. Microline. W-1. 14 x 10 x 5. PD 106R, Raven-M 109,. Techno 96 up to 100.Missing:










 








Right Sizing Your Engine 

After a three-hour flight, it burns a gallon less fuel. The 80-hp engine looks like a particularly good idea in training. A little extra time on takeoff is a good idea.










 








Aircraft Wire Sizing - Size 

I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane!










 








Error in Tapered Wings - Size 

directly to problems of control linkage and leverage. NASA found that tip ... aerodynamic balancing effect, which would be useful in reducing control loads if it ...










 








Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.










 








Simple Analysis Method for Monospar Wings - Size 

spacing 6 in., A/C gross weight. 600 Ibs., stress factor 6G's in., and 100 ft.2 of wing area. Figure the air load per rib and impose it on the rib at 10 percent C.










 








Installing Your Engine - Size 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho










 








Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.










 








Construction Details of Light Aircraft Wings - Size 

Types shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are used for externally braced wings, either in mono- ... 1 Two-spar wing structure, internal wire bracing. Fig. ... Adjustment of the wire tension is made by ... a report by Bob Nolinske, entitled, "EAA MEMBERS.










 








Tails: What's Your Type? - Size 

change of downwash at the tail is a measure ... pressure, and wind tunnel tests have ... tab. The combined movable surface plus anti-servo tab is usually called a.










 








Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

4.3.3 PRO-Packing the Reserve Parachute .... Use this page to record which tools are used during the packing of your SMI, Inc. WINGS Harness/ ...... Page 110 ...










 








Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

o Slider is without holes, burns, or other damage. o Reinforcement tape in place and ...... but not so tight that they will restrict mobility in a relaxed arch or turning ...










 








High Aspect Ratio Wings For Formula One Racers - Size 

Short, stubby, low aspect ratio wings have characterized Formula One racers since time immemorial. A little number crunching shows they would get around the ...










 








Tapered Wings Are For Birds . . . And Very Large Airplanes - Size 

am also sure that tapered wings should NOT be used ... additional material required to make the wing strong .... tenance Officer for an ANG jet fight- er squadron ...










 








find your wings libro linda spandri dbid 136m0 












 








AJ SIZING CHART COMPLETE.xlsx 

J8K. J8K. MAIN CANOPIES. ZERO. LOOSE-â€�205. 235. 265. 295. 295. IDEAL-â€�215. IDEAL-â€� 245. IDEAL-â€�275. IDEAL-â€�305. IDEAL-â€�305. TIGHT-â€�225. 255. 285.










 








Glide Container Sizing Chart 

120. 31" DIA. 29.5" DIA. 48-64. 143 - 150 (I). 160 (I). 150. 170. 135. 31" DIA. 29.5" DIA. 48-73. 143 - 150 (I). 160. 170. 190. 31" DIA. 29.5" DIA. 49-73. 160 - 170 (I).










 








One Dance Turn Me On - Spread Your Wings ...and Dance! 

Intro â€“ 24counts - Phrasing : ABB, A(16counts), AAAAA BB. PART A ... Cross R over L, Step L slightly back, Turn 1/8 R stepping R back (1.30). 3&4. Step L ...










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot - Size 

the full travel of the manual controls so as not to re- strict travel which might ..... diameter holes and then using a hand grinder to provide a fairly smooth surface .... instructions on how the system works and how to build, install and operate it










 








Craft & Technique: Servicing Your Spark Plugs - Size 

ting past the intake valve guide or worn (or not broken-in) piston rings. ... Make a scraper from an old hacksaw blade. With a bench grinder create a probe 1/8 ...










 








wings of war & wings of glory 

Caproni Ca 3 - CEP 115 Aviaton Militaire. Friedrichshafen G.III Leutnant der .... 8 engine damage counters (blue). - 5 crewman hit counters (red). - 6 crew ...










 








A Bubble Canopy for Your Homebuilt - Size 

I finally worked up the courage to tackle this project. Actually, Linn deserves the credit for this report since, for the most part, ... a neoprene or rubber gasket seal, then a second sheet of. % in. plywood .... cost me less than $8.00. The finishe
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